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ABSTRACT

In Ion Microtomography (IMT), material densities are determined
from the energy lost by ions as they pass through a specimen. For fine-
scale measurements with micron-size beams, mechanical stability and
precision of motion can impact the quality of the reconstruction. We
describe several preprocessing procedures used to minimize imperfect
specimen manipulation, including adjustment of the center of mass
motion in sinograms and correction for vertical translations. In
addition, the amount of noise in the reconstruction is reduced by
utilizing median (as opposed to mean) ion energy loss values for
density determinations. Furthermore, particular portions of the
sampled image can be enhanced with minimal degradation of spatial
resolution by a judicial choice of spatial filter in the reconstruction

' algorithm. The benefits and limitations of these p'reprocessing
techniques are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Ion Microtomography (IMT), unlike x-ray computed tomography
methods, measures the energy lost by each ion rather than the fraction
of the radiation absorbed [1,2]. A number of residual ion energies,
typically 5 to 100 are measured for each sampled point. The incident
ion energy is chosen to ensure the primary source of energy loss is due
to interactions with specimen electrons and the charged ion. The mean
or median value of the energy loss distributionis used as the energy
loss value of the sampled point. The energy loss is then converted to a

density value using tabulated electronic stopping powers[3]. _ _in._l!e..
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projection is made by scanning the beam across the specimen, or
translating the specimen through the beam for larger specimens. After
each _projection the specimen is rotated slightly to prepare for a new
projection. Projections are acquired until the specimen has been
rotated through 180 or 360 degrees. The density data are then
reconstructed using a filtered backprojection technique. Multiple
reconstructed slices may then be combined to form a 3-dimensional

d

density image of the specimen.
A number of parameters can affect the ultimate resolution in the

reconstructed density image. In this paper, we describe methods to
preprocess the IMT data in order to improve the image quality. Ono
parameter influencing the reconstruction is acquiring erroneous data
due to ion damage in the detector. We describe changes made in the
energy loss-to-density conversion code to help correct this problem.
As beam sizes decrease, the accuracy and precision of the specimen
movement system become important. Small scale perturbations in
positioning alter the results so preprocessing adjustments must be
made in the data. Another parameter is using the median, rather than
the mean, residual ion energy to compute the line integrated density.
We consider the trade-offs of using the median to eliminate spurious
data but at the price of greater calculation times to evaluate. We also
discuss the effects of using different filters with the reconstruction
algorithm. Edge definition enhancement and density gradients are
sensitive to the particular filter implemented.

PREPROCESSINGTECHNIQUESTOCORRECTFORMOTIONERRORS

With improvement in focusing ion beams to smaller sizes and the
accompanying increase in image resolution, staging instabilities which
could once have been safely ignored begin to have a large impact on
reconstruction quality. Figure 1 shows tomographic data taken with a
0.25 micron proton beam of a 25 micron diameter glass pipette at the
Micro Analytical Research Centre (MARC) of the University of
Melbourne. Two hundred fifty-six contiguous slices were made of this
pipette. To our knowledge, this is currently the highest resolution ion
beam tomogram.

There were, however, a number of problems with this data which
required preprocessing. The top row of images in Figure 1 shows
several of the raw sinograms from the 256 slices. Each projection is



made up of 256 rays with a projection taken every degree over 180
degrees. The effect of 1 to 5 micron bearing wobble in the manipulator
rotation is seen along the edges of the sinograms. The second row of
images display the reconstructions of the raw sinograms. Because of
the bearing wobble effect, the reconstruction code could not correctly
reconstruct the data about any one canter of rotation. The third row of
the figure shows the sinograms after making center of mass•

corrections[4]. In the image the center of mass of each projection has
been shifted to a position equivalent to having the pipette perfectly
aligned at the manipulator's center of rotation. The fourth aow of
images are the reconstructions of the corrected sinograms. As
resolution increases this technique or similar techniques which
preserve correct spot spacing will become more important in acquiring
and presenting useful data.

MEDIANVSMEANENERGYLOSSVALUESFORDENSITYDETERMINATION

The transmitted ion energy loss at each sampled point can be
calculated with either a mean or median value The mean value is
faster computationally since the processing can be done as each ion is
detected. On the other hand, calculation of the median value is more
time consuming, but is less sensitive to extraneous data points[5]. Fig.
2 shows reconstructed images of a silicon pillars specimen using
different numbers of ions and either the mean or median value from the
residual energy distributions. As can be seen in the figure the mediant

produces a less noisy image. The improvement in image quality using
the measured median energy loss greatly outweighs its additionalo

computational expense even in large data sets.

ION DETECTORCALIBRATION

IMT measurements are also conducted at the Sandia Microbeam
Analysis Laboratory in Livermore (SMALL)[1] collaboratively with the
Lawrence Multi-user Tandem Laboratory[6]. Our data acquisition
system utilizes a silicon surface barrier detector to measure residual

ion energy. The detector is subject to damage from the ions depending
upon their energy and fluence. We raster the detector to reduce the
exposure time that the beam hits any given spot. The damage causes a
shift in the measured energy and thus produces erroneous values in the
IMT data file. In early reconstructions, the detector calibration was



determined with only one energy value. The associated sinograms
reflected this shift in energy due to the detector damage. To account
for this, the energy loss-to-density conversion code was modified to
calculate individual detector calibrations for each row of IMT data.
Fig. 3 shows sinograms of a silicon specimen using 100 protons per
sampled spot. The first image shows the sinogram using one value for
the calibration. The second shows the same sinogram when a separate

• calibration is computed for each projection. The third image is their
difference. The reconstruction average density increases by 0.08%
with the modified version of the code and the image noise decreases by
1.6% in standard deviation.

SPATIAL FILTERS

The choice of filter used with the backprojection algorithm can also
affect the final reconstructed image[7]. Figure 4 shows four
reconstructionsof the silicon pillar data. Each is reconstructed from a
data set made with 100 protons per spot using median data. The top
two images are filtered with a Hamming filter, the bottom two use a
6rh order Butterworthappro×imation for a ramp filter. The Hamming
filter tends to accentuate the lower frequencies in the reconstruction,
and is used for enhancing density gradients in the specimen. The
Butterworth filter amplifies the higher frequency components. This
type of filter is used in edge definition studies or for examining
machined surfaces, lt is very important that the experimenter is aware
of the variations a filter selection will make to his reconstruction, lt
is quite poss!ble to hide or smear the exact feature of interest if an
improper filter selection is made.

b

SUMMARY

The improvement in resolution of IMT systems has brought about
problems related to specimen manipulation and detector damage caused
by the resolution related increase in sampling time. This paper has
described preprocessing techniques developed by the authors to solve
these problems.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Sinogramsand reconstructedImagesof a 25 micronpipette. Thisdatawas
acquiredat the MicroAnalyticalResearchCentre(MARC)of the Universityof
Melbourne. Row one containsthree rawpipettesinogramsdisplaying1 to 5
micronbearingwobblealongthe edges. Rowtwodisplaysreconstructionsof
thesesinograms. In row three the center-of-massof each projectionhas
been align_ to the centerof rotationof the rotarymanipulator.The
reconstructionsof the correctedsinogramsaredisplayedin row4.

Figure 2 Reconstructedimagesof a siliconspecimenusingdifferentnumbersof ions
and eitherthe meanor medianvalueof the residualenergy lossdistribution.



Figure 3 This figuredisplaysthe effect of ion damage to a siliconsurface barrier
detector. The firstimagedisplaysa sinogramof a siliconspecimenacquired
using 100 ionsand the medianvalue of the residualenergy lossdistribution
whenonevalueischosento calibratethedetector. The secondImageshows
the same sinogramwhen a separate calibrationis computedforeach
projection. The final image is their difference.

' Figure 4 The top rowdisplaysreconstructedimagesof a siliconspecimenfiltered
using a Hammingfilter at two differentcutoff frequencies. The bottomrow
displays the same data reconstructedusing Butterworth6th order filters at
cutoffscorrespondingto those of the top row.

Figure 1.
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Figure 3.
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